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6.	Teach definitions and technical  terms only  as
and when they are required, that is, as and when you
find the pupil is helped to avoid mistakes in his English
by knowing them.
Remember that technical terms are merely useful
time-saving labels. They should, therefore, never be
taught unless they are wanted for actual use.
The application of this principle will save the pupil a
lot of mental lumber.
 7.	Save time and trouble by reference to previous
knowledge or usage in the vernacular, where the pupil
can grasp the English fact or acquire the English usage
more rapidly by that reference.    But often the fact can
"be   made   clear   or   the   usage   habitual   without  the
intervention of the vernacular.
 8.	Grammar   learnt   incidentally   in   the   general
language lessons (as with the oral practice based on the
reader) may be  occasionally systematized  in  separate
lesson periods ;  e g., verb past, present and future, or
the difference in use of the past and imperfect forms,
can be thus revised, generalized and impressed.
For some of the more difficult uses (e.g., tense
•sequences, forms of direct and indirect speech) the
number of these separate periods will increase.
Adherence to a weekly time-table distribution of periods
amongst different language branches should not be
rigid.
9.	As a general rule more attention should be paid
to accuracy of idiom and of sound than to accuracy of
grammar ; that   is,   to   the   acquirement   of   particular
English usages and of an intelligible pronunciation.    So
that in the language practice round the reader  in the
middle stage, the teacher should not delay practice in
these for the sake of avoiding every mistake in grammar.
The reason for this is that grammatical rules are rules
of general application and come into play so frequently
that repeated incidental correction may often  serve to
secure their observance.    But the particular usages that
make up what we call the English idiom, have to be
acquired one by one, and experience shows that poverty
or ignorance of idiom is a more common defect in the adult
student than ignorance of grammar.    On the other hand,

